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Summary.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation
Panel studies typically use wave one or time t-1 characteristics to predict contact or co-
operation at time t and to adjust for non-response at t. Adjustment methods such as
weighting and imputation rely on the assumption that non-response is missing at random,
conditional on observed information about respondents and non-respondents from wave
1 or t. In practice, contact and co-operation are likely to be influenced by changes in
characteristics between t-1 and t which are unobserved. While no substantive information
is given by panel members between t-1 and t, survey organizations do collect data during
this period, for example through change of address cards or during fieldwork through contact
protocols. Contact data usually include day and time of contact, mode in which contact
was attempted, and outcome of the contact. Contact data already guide mid-survey field
work decisions. In this paper we will explore the potential of contact data to inform about
nonresponse bias.

1.2. Data requirement
For contact data to be useful for non-response adjustment, they must be correlated with
both the probability of response and with substantive outcomes. For example, it seems
reasonable to assume that probability of contact is determined by at home patterns, which
in turn are determined by the household structure (number and age of household members),
employment patterns, etc. Thus, conditional on the use of a balanced call schedule, the
information available from contact attempts can be used to create estimates for “time spent
at home”. “Time spent at home” should be positively correlated with the probability of
making a successful contact given a fixed field period. “Time spent at home” is likewise
correlated with substantive outcome variables such as number and age of household members
or employment patterns and thus key household level estimates: income and poverty, family
structure, etc.
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1.3. Analysis perspective
We focus our analysis not just on the number of contact attempts but on contact patterns.
We expect the sequence of outcomes of contact attempts for a household within a wave
to be correlated with substantive outcomes (i.e. with household income and structure).
If our expectation holds, then changes in contact patters within a household across waves
should be associated with changes in these substantive outcomes (i.e. with poverty/income
dynamics, family formation and dissolution, mobility, etc.). The contact patterns would
then provide ‘contemporaneous’ measures of the phenomenon under study that might be
more powerful for non-contact/response adjustment, than the traditional t-1 or wave 1
measures. This paper uses six waves of contact data from the Northern Ireland sample of
the British Household Panel Survey. For this sample, household level contact data have
been recorded in CAPI since the first wave in 2001.

2. Data

In this case study we use data from the Northern Ireland Panel, the British Household
survey extension sample. Data are collected annually since 2001 through computer aided
personal interviews (CAPI). Up to 12 call attempts are recorded for each households in each
wave and the outcomes coded as either no contact, appointment made, some interviewing
or refusal/withdrawal. Other information are available such as date, start time, end time,
and whether the contact attempt was made passing or was specifically planed.

2.1. General Data Preparation
To identify HHs across waves we established the following set of rules:

• Identify permanent sample members who would be followed if they moved out of the
HH.

• Keep one person to represent every split-oÆ HH.

• Keep one person to represent every original/stayer HH.

• For split-oÆ HHs: duplicate the records for the HH before the split oÆ. I.e. have
one series of call records for the original/stayer HH, and one series of records for the
split-oÆ HH, where the records for the waves before the split would be the same for
both cases.

We use household characteristics only for responding households. Household character-
istics used here are: Number of HH members, Partnership formed, Child joined or left HH,
Number of HH members in work, Equivalized HH income, HH move since prior wave.

3. Hypotheses

• There should be typical patterns of contact sequences for typical household compo-
sitions across all respondents. We are looking for cross-sectional associations, condi-
tional on other (mediator) variables.

• The contact sequence pattern should change with household composition within one
household; Or stated diÆerently the shift in sequence should be correlated with changes
in HH composition/behaviour changes (change in employment status or move).
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• There should be a higher percentage of NR among those with shifts in contact sequence
(conditioned on successful contact sequences in prior waves).

4. Methods to Summarize Information in Contact Sequences

(a) Cross-sectional associations between sequence patterns and HH characteristics.
(b) Description of sequences for within waves.
(c) Description of sequences across waves within households.
(d) Identification of typical pattern.
(e) Correlation between typical pattern and substantive variables.

5. Results

• Currently we work with 2,183 households over a maximum of six waves, totaling to
10,497 sequences.

• Across all waves we observe 836 unique sequences.

Number of unique same-order sequences is 225, with the following prominent patterns:

Pattern Cases Percent
Appointment (Ap) - Interview (I) 2,341 22.31

Interview 2,100 20.02
Non Contact (NC) - Interview 2,027 19.32

NC-Ap-I 1,837 17.51
NC-Refusal (Rf) 174 1.66

Rf 168 1.60
Ap-NC-I 167 1.59

NC-Ap-NC-I 163 1.55
NC-Ap-NC-Ap-I 122 1.16

Ap-NC-Ap-I 119 1.13
NC 105 1.00

5.1. Relation to Outcome Variables
Percent single-person HHs in each wave by contact pattern:

Pattern 11 12 13 14 15 16
Ap-I 16.9 17.1 18.1 17.7 19.8 23.8

I 32.0 35.4 36.6 41.0 37.7 35.0
NC-I 30.1 36.6 36.7 35.9 34.4 35.0

NC-Ap-I 22.1 19.1 19.1 22.5 24.2 23.2
Other 5.0 6.2 7.8 9.2 10.0 8.6

Sequence-index plots by wave:
Sequence order by HH composition:
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6. Summary

• We find relation between sequence patterns and substantive variables.

• Correlation between sequence pattern and nonresponse di±cult to establish. This
seems to be largely due to small number of panel waves.

7. Discussion

• The Northern Ireland part of the BHPS has ‘only’ six waves. Can we establish typical
patterns?

• Within a wave (especially after the first wave) we typically have only a small number
of calls and therefore little variation in calling patterns.

• How to define similarity of sequences? Length? Number of episodes? A combination
of both?

• Need to think about diÆerences and implications of diÆerences between HH-level non-
contact, individual-level non-contact and HH or individual level refusals.

• Markov-chain models might be a better tool.


